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allowing it to adapt itself freely to its altered position on the
spheroid, partly by the viscosity of the liquid, and partly by
decrease in the moment of the forces shifting it; then, the crust
having progressed as far as it was permitted to do, would stick
fast, and the whole would commence to rotate as a solid body, and
the principal axis, being that neither of the crust alone, nor of the
solid nucleus alone, but of the whole mass, would come to coincide
with the axis of rotation.

Now when I look at the distribution of land on the globe, and
observe it chiefly confined to one hemisphere, and arranged in a
manner, not symmetrical, but with an approach to symmetry as
regards moment of inertia about the axis of rotation, I fancy I see
an indication of the truth of the supposition advanced.

It is possible that a future generation of geologists may be able to
gather some information regarding the interior of the earth from the
mysterious phenomena of magnetic variation. But at present we
cannot hope for much help from this quarter. The temptation,
however, is too great to forbear quoting from Captain Evans's lecture
a very striking passage.1 " These are a few facts relating to secular
changes going on in two magnetic elements within our own time;
and what are the inferences to be drawn therefrom ? They appear
to me to lead to the conclusion that movements, certainly beyond our
present conception, are going on in the interior of the earth; and
that so far as the evidence presents itself, secular changes are due
to these movements, and not to external causes. We are thus led
back to Halley's conception of an internal nucleus or inner globe,
itself a magnet, rotating within the outer magnetised shell of the
earth." This is, to say the least, in very remarkable accordance with
the conclusion I have proposed to draw from geological and other
considerations.

III.—A LIST OF THE MADREPOBABIA OF CKICKXEY HILL, GLOUCESTER-
SHIRE, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME NEW SPECIES.

By ROBERT F. TOMES, F.G.S., Corr. M.Z.S.

A CONSIDERABLE part of the material forming the present
communication was collected as long ago as 1862, but the

specimens obtained at that time, with the notes thereon, remained in
abeyance until quite recently. On a renewed examination of them,
it appeared that much of what had been noted down had not been
superseded, and this induced me to go through the whole of it
again, and make such additions and modifications as seemed necessary
to bring it into its present form. And I have done this in the hope,
and indeed in the belief, that it will serve a twofold purpose. It
will make known some forms which are new, not only to the
particular locality, but also to the catalogue of English species ;
and it will furnish a more complete list than has yet appeared of the
species from one of the best-known Coral-reefs of the Inferior Oolite.

The Crickley Coral-reef, according to Dr. Wright, is the lowest of
1 Lecture at the Eoyal Geographical Society, March 11, by Capt. F. J. Evans,

C.B., F.E.S., Hydrographer to the Admiralty, Nature, May 16, 1878.
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298 R. F. Tomes—Corals of Crickley Hill

three which are found in the Inferior Oolite of the Gloucestershire
Hills, and it rests on the Pisolite or Pea-grit.

I can hardly expect that the following list comprehends anything
like all the species which occur at Crickley : most likely it does not
even include all those which have been collected, and are known;
but it is more ample than any one which has yet been published,
and may serve as a basis to which additions and corrections may
from time to time be made. All the specimens to which I shall refer
were collected by the Eev. P. B. Brodie, F.G.S., Mr. J. W. Kirshaw,
F.G.S., and myself, during a very few visits made by us to that
locality. Many of the species were found in situ ; but some of them,
though of unquestionable authenticity as far as the locality is con-
cerned, cannot be placed stratigraphically, having been found
amongst the weathered debris on the slopes beneath the section.
All are referable to two families, the Astrceida and the Fungida.

Family AsTREiDiB.
MONTLIVALTIA HOLLI, Duncan, Supp. Brit. Foss. Cor., pt. iii. p. 16,

pi. 1, fig. 5-6.
Two examples only of this species have been taken directly from

the Coral-bed by myself, when they were associated with the follow-
ing species, Montlivaltia Painswicki. Both of them exhibit the
calicular peculiarities mentioned by Prof. Duncan, but externally they
differ not only from his figure, but also from each other. They are
attached to a worn piece of a Thamnastrcea, and are very crooked
and rugose. They have much the appearance of springing from one
root, and their general aspect is very suggestive of some species
of Thecosmilia. In both specimens the margins of the septa are
entire and quite smooth.
MONTLIVALTIA PAINSWICKI, Duncan, Supp. Brit. Foss. Corals, pt. 3,

p. 17, pi. 2, fig. 13.
Of this species several examples were found associated with the

foregoing in the Coral-bed, and all of them possess the characters
attributed to this species by Prof. Duncan. They vary a little, chiefly
in not being equally compressed, but in every instance the calice is
more or less irregularly ovoid, with a slight tendency towards a
lobular outline, and a narrow linear base. In all of them the
principal septa meet and unite in the centre of the calice, but without
forming the least indication of a columella.
MONTLIVALTIA TROCHOIDES, Edw. and Haime, Ann. des Sci. Nat. s. 3,

vol. x. p. 229 (1848); Brit. Foss. Cor. pt. ii. p. 129, pi. xxvii.
figs. 2-4.

All the varieties figured by MM. Edwards and Haime in their
History of British Fossil Corals have been met with at Crickley.
Most of the specimens I have seen have lost their epitheca, and have
been otherwise rubbed and damaged.
MONTLIVALTIA LENS, Edw. and Haime, Hist. Brit. Foss. Cor. pt. ii.

p. 133, pi. xxvi. figs. 7 and 8.
Previously to 1862 I had received many examples of this species,

some of which were said to have been obtained from Crickley, but
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they were unaccompanied by any information respecting the particular
bed from which they were taken. However, in that year I took two
examples from the Cephalopoda bed at that place, and I have no
doubt, from the similarity of the matrix in all of them, that they had
been derived from the same bed. At Dover's Hill, near Chipping
Campden, the species was found abundantly a few years since in a
layer of soft rufous sandstone underlying the Cephalopoda bed. It
was at this place associated with another species of Montlivaltia and
a species of Thamnastraea.

CYATHOPHYLLIA OOLITICA, n.s.

The genus Cyathophyllia was established by M. de Fromentel1

for a species of Coral from the upper beds of the Middle Lias of
Normandy. It resembles the genus Montlivaltia, excepting that it
has a large papillated columella. Since the appearance of the de-
scription of the genus by M. de Fromentel, Dr. E. A. Eeuss8 has added
another species to it, in a paper on the Miocene Corals of Hungary.
By means of the excellent figures and descriptions furnished by these
authorities, I have been enabled to determine a much worn coral
from Crickley, and add another species to the genus, which I de-
scribe thus.

The corallum has a much depressed turbinate form. The calice
is sub-ovoid, slightly convex, with a sub-central shallow fossula,
which is filled by a large oblong and papillated columella. The
septa are numerous, about 160 in number ; they are straight, pretty
uniform in thickness, and about 50 pass into the columella. There
is considerable irregularity in the degree of development of the
newer cycles of septa. The columella is porous and papillose, and
the processes of which it is composed are curved and twisted, some-
what as they are in the Parasmilice. It is oblong in the direction of
the greatest diameter of the calice, of which it is one-fifth of the
length.

The margins of the septa have been worn off, but their connexion
with the columella is very clearly shown. The epitheca appears to
have deen destroyed, and the costse exhibit between them well-
marked and rather numerous dissepiments.

Height of the corallum \ inch; diameter of the calice If inch.

THECOSMILIA GBBGAKIA, M'Coy, sp. Montlivaltia gregaria, M'Coy,
Ann. & Mag. N. H. ser. 2, vol. ii., p. 119 (1848).

All the specimens I have examined have been found amongst the
rubbish which, having fallen from its proper bedding, had become
weathered. It is a most variable species, ranging from a branching
to a compact coral. Prof. Duncan observes of i t : "A careful study
of the Thecosmilia of the Inferior Oolite at Crickley has enabled me
to distinguish five very remarkable varieties of Thecosmilia gregaria,"
and again he remarks: "There are specimens of Thecosmilia gre-
garia in Dr. Wright's collection, which, had I not had a consider-
able series to examine from other sources, might have been associated

1 Pal. Franc. Coral. Terr. Juras. p. 86, pi. 18, f. 1.
* Sitzung. Math. Naturw. Akad. Wiss. lxi. Bd. 1, Ab. 37, Taf. iv. f. 1 (1870).
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300 B. F. Tomes—Corals of Crickley Hill.

with Eeuss's new genus, Heterogyra, together with Symphyllia and
Latimaandra."1

I think, however, that, variable as this species may be, some of the
so-called varieties will eventually prove to be distinct. When all
the young forms of these several varieties have been recognized,
and a full series of examples of different ages have been compared
and their successive growth traced out, it is more than probable that
their distinctive characters will assume a more definite form.
THEOOSMILIA WBIGHTI, Dune, Supp. Brit. Cor. pt. iii. p. 17, pi. v.

figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 (1872).
Many fragments of this species occur in the Coral-bed at Crickley,

but none that I have met with have been sufficiently perfect to give
any indication of the height attained by the corallum, but their
straightness and the unfrequency of forked pieces may be taken as
suggestive of a tall species. The straightness and parallel arrange-
ment of the branches in Prof. Duncan's figure would seem to point
to the same conclusion.
THEOOSMILIA EAMOSA, d'Orbig., Prodr. de Paleont. t. i. p. 292. (1850).

A small species of this genus, of which I have as yet seen but one
specimen, appears to resemble the T. ramosa of M. d'Orbigny in
the size of its calices, and in having four cycles of unequal septa.

To the very brief description of M. d'Orbigny I add the
following :—

Corallites free, much curved, and enlarging slowly. They are
very rugose, and each one is incased in a thick epitheca, strongly
marked with concentric folds and wrinkles.

Walls thick, calices round, but becoming ovoid before dividing
into two. Septa irregular. The first and second cycles meeting in
the centre of the calice, thicken and unite and form an irregular
but rather large columella.

Height of the corallites from one to two inches, diameter of the
calices three to four lines.

It was obtained from the Crickley Coral-zone by my friend Mr.
J. W. Kirshaw, F.G-.S., and kindly given by him to me.
ISASTR^A TBNUISTRIATA, Edw. and Haime, Brit. Foss. Cor. pt. ii.

p. 138, pi. xxx. fig. 1; Hist. Nat. des Coral, torn. ii. p. 532 ;
E. de From. Etude Polyp. Foss. p. 226.

ASTEEA TENUISTRIATA, M'Coy, Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, vol. ii.
p. 400 (1848).

Of this rather remarkable species I have up to the present time
only made a superficial examination, but I am led to suspect, from
the appearance of some of the calices, that more intimate research
would reveal characters not wholly those of typical Isastrare. On
some parts of the calicular surface a distinct flat depressed space is
visible between the calices, over which the septa (costas ?) pass, and
unite with those of contiguous calices. This species appears, as far
as conclusions may be drawn from external appearances only, to
hold some affinity with the genus Confusastraa.

1 Supp. Brit. Fos. Cor. pt. iii. p. 2, 1872.
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ISASTR.3EA EXPANSA, n . S .

Many fragments of a very thin and expanded species of Isastrcea
were taken by myself at Crickley before I succeeded in obtaining a
sufficiently perfect specimen for description. By carrying away
some large lumps of the soft cream-coloured Coral-bed, and ex-
tracting with care the corals contained in them, I obtained good
examples of many of the species mentioned in this paper, and
amongst them a series of the species which I now describe under
the above name.

Corallum consisting of a thin irregular horizontal plate supported
on a sub-central peduncle. The upper or calicular surface is undu-
lating and has a very thin outer margin. The peduncle is short,
irregular in form, and very rugose. Both it and the inferior surface
of the expanded part of the corallum have a well-developed epitheca,
which is strongly marked with concentric folds or ridges.

The calices over the peduncle are somewhat hexagonal, but as
they approach the outer boundary of the corallum they assume a
somewhat rounded, ovoid, or lozenge shape, their greatest diameter
being in the direction of their progressive growth, that is, from the
centre towards the circumference of the corallum. They are rather
superficial, and the intercalicular or mural species consist of thick
rounded ridges, constituting the walls.

The septa are about 33 in number, and form four cycla, of which
the fourth is incomplete. Those of the first and second cycla
approach nearly to the centre of the visceral cavity and have their
inner extremities thickened sufficiently to give something the ap-
pearance of a coronet of pali. The septa of the third cycle are
about two-thirds of the length of those of the first and second, and
those of the fourth are quite short. All of them have a rounded
superior margin and a granulated surface, and they are continued
over the top of the tumid walls and are continuous with those of
contiguous calices.

Diameter of the calices \\ to 2 lines.
The general form of this species is sufficient to distinguish it from

all other British species of Isastrcem. The form too of the calices is
distinctive, more especially in the worn examples, in which the
thick walls are most visible. In these the calioes are seen to have
but little angularity, but resemble shallow cups having a pretty
regularly rounded or ovoid form.

The species to which it bears the greatest resemblance by the
structure of its calices and walls is the Isastrcea foliacea of
M. de Fromentel, from which however it is specifically quite distinct.
LATIBMIANDRA FLEMINGI, Edw. and Haime, Brit Foss. Cor., pt. ii.

p. 136, pi. xxvii. f. 9.
Examples of this species are not rare at Crickley, and some of them

exhibit a peculiarity which is not common in the Oolitic Isastrcem.
The near connexion of the genus LatimcBcmdra with the genus

Isastrcea has been noticed by MM. Edwards and Haime in their
History of British Fossil Corals (part ii. p. 137), and again in their
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Histoire Naturelle des Coralliaires (tome ii. p. 543). In the latter
work they observe: " Ce groupe est tres-voisin des Isastrees: il
s'en distingue par l'absence d'epitheque et la tendance de ses poly-
perites a former des series plus ou moins longues."

Prof. Duncan, in his Supplement to the History of British Fossil
Corals (part iii. p. 18), observes of this species: "Many portions of
the corallum do not present serial calices, and if such fragments
were found separate, they would necessarily be associated with the
genus Isastrcea."

Neither of these paleontologists, nor yet M. de Fromentel, appear
to have observed a peculiarity which is seen in some specimens of
Latimmandra Flemingi from Crickley, and that is, the total absence
of a common or enclosing wall, and the consequently exposed and
open condition of the inferior extremities of the corallites. This
is not a common character amongst the Oolitic Isastrceoe, though it
prevails amongst the Liassic species.

CLATTSASTR.£!A OONSOBRINA ? Ed. and Haime.
Pal. Foss. des terr. Paleon. p. 107 (1851). Hist. Mat. Cor. torn. ii.

p. 552 (1857).
E. de From., Intro. Etud. Pol. Fos. p. 281 (1858-61).
Synastrcea consobrina, d'Orb., Prod, de Pal. Franc, t. i. p. 293 (1850).

I have seen one specimen only of a coral which I refer with some
doubt to the above species. It was taken from the Coral-bed by
myself in 1862. It agrees so closely with the description given
by MM. Edwards and Haime of Clausastraa consobrina, as well as
with that of M. de Fromentel, that I have referred it to that species,
though with some doubt.

The corallum has the thin and expanded form so common amongst
the Crickley corals. The calices, though superficial, are symmetrically
round, and the septa somewhat exsert, with a small but well-
defined circular fossula. The septo-costal rays are continuous in
adjacent calices, though not as in the genus Thamnastrcea, but
often meeting and uniting at an angle on the mural region. The
walls are either wholly wanting or merely rudimentary, and the
dissepiments are well developed and domeshaped.

M. de Fromentel places the genus Clausastrcea amongst the
Zoantharia Tabulata on account of the dissepiments taking the
position of tabulee. In my specimen, though they are on nearly
the same planes, they preserve the character of true dissepiments,
and can scarcely be said to form tabulse.

Family FUNGID^;.

Genus THECOSEEIS, E. de From.
M. de Fromentel thus characterizes this genus. Corallum elevated

and regularly turbinate. Calicular fossa, when it exists, round.
Most commonly the septa are united in the centre of the calice, and
form a false coluinella. They are fine, numerous, often anasto-
inozing, and finally denticulated. They are never exsert, and the
calice is generally concave. The epitheca is strong, well developed,
in folds, and reaching to the margin of the calice.
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The type is T. patellata, E. de From, et Fery, Paleont. Franc.
Terr. Juras. pi. 58, fig. 2 (1869). From the Middle Lias.

The description of the genus appears in the Palseont. Franc. Terr.
Cretacee, p. 367.

THBOOSERIS POLYMORPHA, n.s.

Corallum simple, variable in form, but always more or less tur-
binate, and non-attached.

The wall is thin, its superior margin prominent, undulating and
sometimes almost foliaceous.

Costas, when exposed by abrasion of the epitheca, numerous,
delicate, and with lateral synapticulse feebly developed.

Epitheca thick, rugose, and exhibiting distinct rings of growth.
Calice shallow, concave, and extremely variable in outline. Fossula

small, but round and well defined.
Septa rather numerous, somewhat flexuous, irregular in thickness,

and not diminishing as they approach the calicular fossula. Those
of the younger cycles pass into those of the older ones.

Synapticulee feebly developed.
Height of the corallum ^ to 1^ inches. Diameter of the calice 1

to \\ inches. This appears to be a common species in the Coral-
bed at Crickley.

The genus Thecoseris appears to be nearly related to Trochoseris,
but diifers most essentially from it in having no columella. In this
respect it resembles the genus Turbinoseris as defined by Prof. Duncan.1

In the only example appertaining to this latter genus which I have
been able to examine (a specimen of Turbinoseris De Fromenteli,
Duncan, from the Lower Greensand of Atherfield), the calice is a
little convex with a slightly everted margin, and with a shallow
round fossula. It bears very considerable resemblance to some
examples with unworn calices, of Podoseris mamilliformis, Duncan,
from the Eed Chalk of Hunstanton,2 but it differs essentially in not
having any epitheca. The Podoseris mamilliformis is a particularly
variable species, as far as form is concerned, many specimens having
a turbinate form with a depressed ealice, and a small but well-
marked central fossula. Yet all which I have examined (in number
considerably more than a hundred) have had a well-defined epitheca.
But the existence of an epitheca in this species is rendered less im-
portant in a generic point of view by the feeble degree of its develop-
ment in another species described by Dr. Duncan from the Oolite of
Dorsetshire, under the name of Podoseris constricta.3 Besides the
want of a well-developed epitheca, this species further departs from
the original definition of the genus Podoseris by having a small
instead of a large base. These peculiarities help to bring Podoseris
in nearer relationship with Turbinoseris; and with a more ample
list of species representing the genera Thecoseris, Podoseris, and
Tnrbinoseris, it is quite probable that they may require reconsidera-
tion.

1 Supp. Brit. Fos. Cor. pt. ii. No. 2, p. 42 (1870).
2 Supp. Brit. Fos. Cor. pt. ii. No. 1, p. 25 (1869).
3 Supp. Brit. Fos. Cor. pt. iii. p. 24 (1872).
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THAMNASTR2BA DEFRANCIANA, Edw. et Haime, Pol. des Terr. Paleon.
p. 110 (1851) ; Brit. Foss. Corals, pt. ii. p. 139, pi. 29, fig. 3
and 4 ; Hist. Nat. Coral, torn. ii. p. 561. Astrcea Defranciana,
Mich. Icon. p. 9, pi. 2, fig. 1 (1840).

In Michelin's figure the calices are more concentrically arranged
than in any example I have met with. This appears to be a
common species at Crickley.

THAMNASTR^EA TBRQTJEMI, Edw. et Haime, Pal. des Terr. Paleon.
p. 110 (1851) ; Brit. .Foss. Coral, pt. ii. p. 140, pi. xxx. fig. 2 ;
Hist. Nat. Coral, torn. ii. p. 579.

In most of the species from Crickley the basal portion is much
less symmetrical than in the figure given by Edwards and Haime
in their History of British Fossil Corals. In many examples the
epitheca is gone, and the whole of the inferior part of the corallum
has a more or less lobular form, and the outline of the calicular
surface has a corresponding degree of irregularity in its outline.

THAMNASTB ÎA METTENSIS, Edw. and Haime, Brit. Foss. Corals,
pt. ii. p. 141, pi. xxx. fig. 3 ; E. de From., Introd. a l'Etude
Pol. p. 214.

This appears to be abundant at Crickley.
THAMNASTR ÎA LYELLI ? Edw. and Haime, Brit. Foss. Corals, pt. ii.

p. 118, pi. xxi. fig. 4.
I refer a dendroid species from Crickley to this species with great

hesitation. Only one fragment has been examined, and it is so
very crystalline that no internal examination can be made.

The columella appears to be rudimentary or wanting. The con-
fluent septo-costal rays are arranged transversely with the axis of
the branches, and the calices have a much clearer definition than
those of most of the species of Thamnastrcea.

THAMNASTR.EA FROMENTELI, n.s.

Corallum thin and expanded. Above, somewhat convex with
irregular prominences; below, concave. There is no epitheca. The
calicular surface has one central large calice, surrounded by many
small ones scattered irregularly about. They are small, superficial,
and indistinct, and a very few septa enter into their composition.
There is no columella. The septo-costal rays are very thin and
flexuous. They have a very distinctly radiate arrangement, and are
traceable from the large central calice outwards to the margin of
the corallum. The synapticulse are abundant, thicker than the septa
from which they spring, cuneiform, and their points meet in the
interseptal loculi.

Diameter of the corallum 3 J inches; height of the corallum in
the centre f inch.

The large central calice and the slight development of the sur-
rounding small ones, with the radiate disposition of the very thin
septo-costal rays, will at once distinguish this species.

One specimen only has been examined by me. It was obtained at
Crickley, but its position in the section was not ascertained.
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DIMOKPHASTE^IA. DUBIA, E. de From., Introd. a l'Etude des Polyp.
Fos. p. 224 (1858—1861).

Several examples of a Coral have been obtained directly from the
Coral-bed of Crickley which appear to answer to the description of
the D. dubia of M. de Fromentel, which is recorded by him as occur-
ring in the Coralline Oolite of Nathein, in Wurtemburg. They all
differ from that species, however, and indeed from the genus Dimor-
phastrcea, in having a well-developed epitheca. In well-preserved
specimens the calices are placed in the bottom of circular grooves,
surrounding the central, or parent calice. These grooves have some-
thing the appearance of the calicular furrows in Latimceandra, but in
much worn or polished specimens the calices are seen to be at equal
distances from each other, and in circles. In no example is there
any trace of columella. The large central calice, and the regular
disposition of the smaller ones around it, will identify the species
with the above genus; though the calicular furrows might at first
sight lead to the supposition that it is referable to some species of
the genus Oroseris.

The foregoing species, with the exception of Montlivaltia lens,
occur, there is no doubt, in what Dr. Wright designates the Lower
Coral Reef of the Gloucestershire Hills; for although some of them
were not taken directly from the reef, but were found weathered out
on the slope below, the nature of the still partially investing matrix
points out pretty clearly the source from which they were derived.

The occurrence of Montlivaltia lens in the Cephalopoda-bed, at
Crickley and near Chipping Campden, and associated at the latter
place with two other species of Corals, is interesting as showing an
approach to those conditions of oceanic life which became shortly
afterwards so highly favourable to the growth of Coralline existence.

A peculiarity observable in many of the Crickley Corals is their
thin and expanded form. This is more especially the case with
Isastrma expansa, Glausastrma consobrina, Thamnastrcea Mettensis and
Th. Fromenteli. In some others this peculiarity, though less dis-
tinctly marked, is not wholly absent. Thamnastrcea Defrandana,
Th. Terquemi, and Dimorphastrcea dubia, while characterized by a
somewhat turbinate form, are nevertheless often so much depressed
as to become almost discoid, with a somewhat foliaceous margin.

IV.—THE LATE PEOFESSOB PHILLIPS ON THE NOBTH DEVON BOCKS ;
WITH AN INTRODUCTORY NOTE

By TOWNSHEND M. HALL, F.G.S.

fllHE Meeting of the British Association at Plymouth has not
X unnaturally been the means of directing attention to some of
the most complex points of Devonshire geology, and of reviving the
discussion as to the age and position of the Devonian series in
North and South Devon. Mr. Jukes, it will be remembered, died
in 1869. Had he lived longer, his energy of purpose would
doubtless have led him to carry on the work he had begun, until
he could either prove the correctness of his views, or satisfy himself
that the generally accepted classification was, after all, the right one.
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